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fitness club!

wild type, single, and double 
mutants shows that single 
mutations, on average, de-

crease protein/RNA function-

mutations is even
 stronger.

Mapping the mutations 
to the protein structures 
shows that mutations 

having negative effect (blue) 
are buried in the protein core 

while mutations 
having positive effect (red) 
are found on the surface.

RRM Ubi factor tRNAWW domain snoRNA

We created
 an algorithm

        associating genotype                         
fjfjfjfjfffitness with its rank 

expected from 
the effect of 

single mutations.

Its application 
to GFP (a) looks similar

 to neural network/stability 
analysis (b). The outliers seem 

to contribute to
 multi-dimensional 

epistasis.
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Phenotype to genotype connection can be envisioned as a fitness landscape – a surface in high-dimensional genotype space. The properties 
of fitness landscapes are poorly explored. Here we investigate some of them for three proteins (RRM domain, Ubiquitination factor Ube4b, 
WW domain) and two RNAs (snoRNA and arginine tRNA).
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In the simple model the fitness effect 
of mutations is additive. The deviation 
from this additivity is called epistasis. 

There are several categories of 
epistasis: negative,positive, sign and 
reciprocal sign. For each of them we 

found examples in our data.

Comparison of the averaged
 real (blue) and expected (green) 

fitness shows that real fitness 
was worse than the expected one 
in most cases. For a high number 
of mutations, the average fitness 

did not decrease linearly 
because of threshold 

in experimantal measurements of 
fitnesses.

Fraction of genotypes which 
demonstrate negative (top), 

weak or no epistasis (middle), 
and positive epistasis (bottom) 

for mutants with different number 
of mutations, with the expected 
false discovery rate shown in 

light blue.


